Dear Kids,

Featured in our picture below is one of our pals, Neville Dixon, of La Perouse, receiving a lesson on the didgeridoo from Nim Bandak (63), a music master from Arnhem Land, who was in Sydney last summer. Unfortunately, it was Neville’s one and only try-out.

This makes Ivan Morris (14), the undisputed juvenile didgeridoo champion of New South Wales. Ivan, who was in Sydney for the Summer Camp, lives with his family at 2 Bembrose Street, North Dubbo.

In a letter to this page expressing his appreciation of the enjoyable time given him at the Camp, Ivan says he may be back in Sydney soon to play his didgeridoo on T.V.

Ivan has already played the instrument on 2DU, Dubbo, for the Inland Mission Radio Sunday School, when people came from Peak Hill, Balladoran and Gilgandra to join in.

In addition, Ivan often makes public appearances in Dubbo with a musical group which includes his father.

Ivan is studying for his Intermediate Certificate and hopes one day to become a photographer in Sydney. Ivan tells us Greg McKellar is another Dubbo boy trying for his intermediate.

We wish you luck, kids. What about a picture for Dawn, Ivan, to let us see you blowing your didgeridoo?

Your sincere Pal,

[Signature]

Pete